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1. retrospect
founded in september 2008, the artdepot was able to present a highly varied program
of exhibitions and diverse social events such as conversations with the artists,
concerts, readings, book presentations, or cabarets to an interested audience in the
financial year 2010.
the artdepot was conceived as a center of communications for art and culture that,
apart from functioning as a gallery and organizing exhibitions, is also concerned with
renting art (art2rent) and space, location scouting, producing videos as well as
organizing and carrying out musical and theatrical events and readings – tasks that can
be seen as core competences, not least of all because of the reinforcement of the team
at the beginning of the year.
with a focus on the promotion of tyrolean artists, the center of communications for art
and culture enables contemporary artists to realize any of their concepts, ideas, and
modes of expression and declares itself as an experimental space for the cause of art in
addition to the realization of multifaceted social programs.

2. exhibitions
ten exhibitions were organized at the artdepot in 2010 and presented to a large and
interested audience via specific public relations work.
the exhibitions in chronological order:
th 14.01.2010

19:00

finissage susanne grüner &
christopher grüner
„draw a distinction“

tue 19.01.2010 19:00
thu 18.02.2010 19:00

opening gitti schneider
finissage gitti schneider

tue 23.02.2010 19:00

opening corinna gab
„ohne wenn und aber“
finissage corinna gab

fri 19.03.2010

19:00
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tue 23.03.2010

19:00

thu 22.04.2010

19:00

thu 29.04.2010

19:00

tue 01.06.2010

19:00

thu 10.06.2010

19:00

thu 22.07.2010

19:00

tue 03.08.2010

19:00

tue 28.09.2010

19:00

opening patrick baumüller &
hannes langeder
„man kann ja nie wissen“
finissage baumüller & langeder

opening erich hörtnagl &
ewa jönsson hörtnagl
„zeitraum“
finissage hörtnagl & jönsson

opening lukas m. hüller
„the human rigths project“
finissage lukas m. hüller

summerfestival and opening
"objekt & malerei"
finissage sommerausstellung

works of art by walter gundolf, walter meissl, gabriela proksch,
elisabeth & albin schutting, kathrin sturm, barbara tavella, and claus
vittur were exhibited.
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fri 01.10.2010

19:00

tue 02.11.2010

19:00

fri 05.11.2010

19:00

thu 02.12.2010

19:00

tue 07.12.2010

19:00

opening reiner schiestl
„schöpfungsgeschichten“
finissage reiner schiestl

opening lotte seyerl
„verdacht auf malerei“
finissage lotte seyerl

opening aron demetz &
thomas riess
„hybridität“

3. events
next to exhibitions, the gallery’s core competence, the artdepot placed importance on a
diversified program featuring domestic proponents of art and culture.
fri 29.01.2010 18:30
thu 04.02.2010 19:00
19. – 22.02.2010
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book presentation rationalpark
conversation with the artist gitti schneider
art innsbruck
art innsbruck featured works by
andrea bischof,giuliano
caporali, corinna gab, rudi
gargreiter, lukas m. hüller,
sheida samyi, gitti schneider,
and nora schöpfer.
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thu 01.04.2010
thu 29.04.2010
thu 27.05.2010

10:00
19:00
19:00

28.06. – 04.07.2010
thu 22.07.2010

19:00

sat 24.07.2010

22:00

sat 02.10.2010

18:00

tue 05.10.2010
thu 21.10.2010

20:00
19:00

thu 04.11.2010
sat 06.11.2010

16:00
15:00

sun 21.11.2010 11:00
sat 27.11.2010
sat 18.12.2010
tue 21.12.2010
thu 30.12.2010

09:30
18:12
19:00
10:00
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easter basket „frucade oder eierlikör“
concert by maja alderin
cello concert irina zehm, hannah köll and verena strasser
played works by apocalyptica
cooperative project for the uefa european championshiop
with public screening at the marketplace innsbruck.
presentation “the human rights project” by lukas m. hüller.
evening roundtable on the subject of human rights
the discussion revolved around
the most recent violations of
human rights with regard to the
football world championship in
south africa, the politics of
integration in the tyrol, and, last
but not least, the role of art for
themes of social criticism.
roundtable:
lukas m. hüller (artist), notburga trojer (head of the city of
innsbruck integration office), univ.-prof. dr. markus neuwirth
(department of art history innsbruck), dr. christoph grassmayr
(honorary consul south africa) and dr. bella bello bitugu, (head
of world championship office)
the fall of the house of usher by
edgar allen poe
photographs by matthäus ritsch.
reading by actor christoph
hackenberg, accompanied by
the cellist theresa högl
long night of museums
18 - 21 uhr kids’ programm:
creative workshop
22:00 guided tour and conversation with the artist (with reiner schiestl)
concert „klang(t)räume“ by jürg zurmühle & michaeal erni
reading by erich ledersberger
„maria fährt“
accompanied by the tyrolean s
axophonist florian bramböck
press conference „theater trifft“
premierentage
lotte seyerl in conversation with
sigrid blomen-radermacher
concert by marko ciciliani
cello concert by heidi mravlag
accompanied by hubert eberl (guitar)
the depot as treasure trove, christmas market
cabaret „der koschuh liest dem advent die leviten“
christmas party with artists and friends at the artdepot
year’s end at artdepot
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4. briefly taking stock
taking a retrospective glance at the year 2010, the artdepot is more than satisfied. apart
from the summer festival, or the artdepot’s second birthday (which attracted more than
200 visitors to see the exhibition), respectively, highlights were the first exhibition of
newcomer matthäus ritsch and the record number of visitors at the “long night of
museums.”
we would like to once again emphasize the cooperative project for the fifa european
championship with the public screening at the marketplace innsbruck. in cooperation
with dr. bella bello bitugu – coordinator of the activities of fairplay in western austria and
cofounder of fare (football against racism in europe) and the department of integration
of the city of innsbruck, headed by miss notburga troger, the artdepot presented “the
human rights project” on the public-viewing premises at innsbruck’s marketplace from
june 28 to july 4. during the breaks in between games the artdepot and its exhibition
concerning human rights by lukas m. hüller were regularly introduced, photographs
were projected onto the screen, and the 30 articles of the human rights convention
were read by radio presenter konstanze köberl. the final participation in the “weltmarkt
der kulturen” can be regarded as a huge success in the context of a concerted effort at
integration.
winning biennale-artist aron demetz as an exhibiting artist can be seen as an absolute
highlight. another exhibition is planned for 2012.

5. contact
artdepot - art2rent
birgit fraisl, owner
mag. birgit schönegger, assistant
ruth pearce, assistant

maximilianstrasse 3/atrium
6020 innsbruck/austria
fon: +43.650.553.1985
mail: office@artdepot.co.at
www.artdepot.co.at
opening hours: mon - fri
11:00 – 18:00
thu
11:00 – 20:00
sat
11:00 – 14:00
and following appointment by phone
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